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Dear Bob, 

When I do not acknowledge the reason is time. Terribly tied up in court and 
in preparations. 

I'll read the Morrow insanity later. Prom your note I can get the drift. It 
is fabrication based on som thing entirely different. 

I interviewed dean years ago. His then story was credible and it has nothing 
to do with who killed JFK. 

Dean palled around with Hall et al. 
Hall was campaign manager in the Congressional effort of Harry (forget last 

name) who was raised by Japanese in Calif. 
I'm clear in what Dean said about, a decade ago. He  went with Hall to the  

Birch and other offitee of get this campaign money. 
The Congressmen he then names were Utt and Rousellot. 
Tide litrry guy, who had a friend who was a lieutenant in the Mixican 

was the subjeot of a movie. 
I have read the piece. Where it is not fabrication it is, as you say, all publis hed. 
Some of the quotes are cribbed and attributed to the safely dead. 

However, glad to have this. Thanks. 

".Lao vtluable is maytning you see on the new Lane/Gregory/Abby Mann NBC ripoff 
on th.! King assassination. They know nothing. They do mischief. 

Thanks, 

77,77.,,77:2:77.{f 
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dear Harold 

Here's chapter II of W.R. Morris's stirring saga about 

"a congressman and the general who masterminded the John Kennedy 

murder." 

I would guess that Morris didn't have part II written until 

after Argosy ran Part I and the magazine bought a flimsy bill of 

bad goods, inddeed. The congressman and general am are as anony-

mous as ever and Morris could have lifted all that's in Part II 

from the Mimes without any effort at all, as you know. 

What's interesting is that the same W.R. Morris, described 

"a Lorretto, Tenn. author who has been probing the Kennedy case 

for a decade" by the National Tattler, provided the Tattler with 

the fodder for a July 13, 1975 article by John Moulder which name• 

Loran Hall and Eladio del Valle as two of the l'ealy Plaza shooter 

According to Moulder, Morris met Oswald s"CIA partner" in 

Rose Hill. Cemetry in 1Ft. Worth, mitommia Nov. 24, 1967, when the 

"ex—CIA agent was putting flowers (mums?) on Oswald's grave. Thi 

ex=CIA agent, according to Morris in the July 13, 1975 piece, 

said he "persoyinally picked up $10,000 from a former US congressman 

with strong ties to a right=wing radical group and delivered it 
the money over 

to another man in Mexico City (who) was to turn intmlommmwmwmwmw to 

2mq Oswald to end up eventually as part of a fund to finance the 

assassination." Nothing about "the general" 

though. Tiptoe through the two lips? 

in that article, 
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bob ,regan 
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